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The number of medical images acquired yearly in hospitals increases all the time. These imaging data contain lots of
information on the characteristics of anatomical structures and on their variations. This information can be utilized in
numerous medical applications. In deformable model-based segmentation and registration methods, the information
in the image databases can be used to give a priori information on the shape of the object studied and the gray-level
values in the image, and on their variations. On the other hand, by studying the variations of the object of interest in
different populations, the effects of, for example, aging, gender, and diseases on anatomical structures can be detected.
In the work described in this Thesis, methods that utilize image databases in medical applications were studied.
Methods were developed and compared for deformable model-based segmentation and registration. Model selection
procedure, mean models, and combination of classifiers were studied for the construction of a good a priori model.
Statistical and probabilistic shape models were generated to constrain the deformations in segmentation and
registration so that only the shapes typical to the object studied were accepted. In the shape analysis of the striatum,
both volume and local shape changes were studied. The effects of aging and gender, and also the asymmetries were
examined.
The results proved that the segmentation and registration accuracy of deformable model-based methods can be
improved by utilizing the information in image databases. The databases used were relatively small. Therefore, the
statistical and probabilistic methods were not able to model all the population-specific variation. On the other hand,
the simpler methods, the model selection procedure, mean models, and combination of classifiers, gave good results
also with the small image databases. Two main applications were the reconstruction of 3-D geometry from
incomplete data and the segmentation of heart ventricles and atria from short- and long-axis magnetic resonance
images. In both applications, the methods studied provided promising results. The shape analysis of the striatum
showed that the volume of the striatum decreases in aging. Also, the shape of the striatum changes locally.
Asymmetries in the shape were found, too, but any gender-related local shape differences were not found.
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Sairaaloissa otettavien lääketieteellisten kuvien määrä kasvaa vuosittain. Tämä kuvantamisdata sisältää runsaasti
informaatiota anatomisten kohteiden ominaispiirteistä ja niiden varioinnista. Tätä informaatiota voidaan hyödyntää
useissa lääketieteellisissä sovelluksissa. Muotoutuviin malleihin perustuvissa segmentointi- ja
kohdennusmenetelmissä kuvatietokantojen sisältämää informaatiota voidaan käyttää antamaan etukäteistietoa
tutkittavan kohteen muodosta, kuvien harmaasävyarvoista ja näiden varioinnista. Toisaalta tutkimalla kohteiden
muotojen variointia eri populaatioissa voidaan tutkia esimerkiksi ikääntymisen, sukupuolen ja tautien vaikutusta.
Tässä väitöskirjassa tutkittiin eri menetelmiä, joilla kuvatietokantoja voidaan käyttää lääketieteellisissä sovelluksissa.
Työssä kehitettiin ja verrattiin menetelmiä muotoutuviin malleihin perustuvaan kuvien segmentointiin ja
kohdentamiseen. A priori-mallien muodostamiseksi tutkittiin mallinvalintamenetelmää, keskiarvomalleja ja
luokittelutulosten yhdistämistä. Tilastollisia ja todennäköisyysteoreettisia menetelmiä käytettiin muotoutumisen
rajoittamisessa siten, että sallittiin vain tutkittavalle kohteelle tyypilliset muotoutumiset. Striatumin muotoanalyysissä
tutkittiin sekä tilavuusmuutoksia että lokaaleja muodonmuutoksia ikääntymisessä ja sukupuolten välillä. Myös
striatumin asymmetriaa tutkittiin.
Väitöskirjan tulokset osoittavat, että hyödyntämällä kuvatietokannoissa olevaa informaatiota voidaan muutoutuviin
malleihin perustuvissa menetelmissä parantaa segmentointi- ja kohdennustarkkuutta. Työssä käytettyjen
kuvatietokantojen koko oli niin pieni, että tilastolliset ja todennäköisyysteoreettiset menetelmät eivät kyenneet täysin
mallintamaan tutkittavien kohteiden variaatiota. Toisaalta yksinkertaisemmat menetelmät, eli mallinvalinta,
keskiarvomallit ja luokitteluiden yhdistäminen, antoivat hyviä tuloksia myös pienillä kuvatietokannoilla. Menetelmien
soveltaminen keskittyi kahteen ongelmaan: 3-D geometrian rekonstruktio harvasta pistejoukousta ja sydämen
kammioiden ja eteisten segmentointi käyttäen sekä lyhyen- että pitkänakselin magneettiresonanssikuvia. Näissä
sovelluskohteissa tutkitut menetelmät antoivat lupaavia tuloksia. Striatumin muotoanalyysin tulokset osoittivat, että
striatumin tilavuus pienenee iän funktiona. Samalla striatumin muoto muuttuu lokaalisti. Toisaalta lokaaleja
muotoeroja ei havaittu miesten ja naisten välillä. Lisäksi tutkimuksessa havaittiin asymmetrioita striatumin muodossa.
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11 Introduction
In the 19th century, it was assumed that the personality of a human can be inferred from the
shape of a skull. The shape of a skull was used to study racial theories and intelligence, too.
Also the shape of other parts of the human body were used to assess personality. For example,
criminals were identified based on facial features or long hands. The most horrific example
of the racial segregation based on the shape of human body is from nazi Germany, where the
humans were classified based on the shape of body parts to create a ”superior” Aryan race.
The shape of human body parts and organs has always been used in medicine. Nowadays,
modern medical imaging modalities provide accurate information on the anatomy of the human
body. Traditionally, physicians make diagnoses based on visual examination of the imaging
data. They have many years of experience with the appearance of imaging data and they have
learned how the appearance varies. If a senior physician cannot represent the learned knowledge
on the appearance of the data in a well-defined and constructive way, this experience cannot
be passed on to younger physicians, and lots of valuable information that could be used in
future diagnoses would be lost. For example, it is very difficult to assess the normality of the
striatum, a group of nuclei in the brain, by visually studying the imaging data of an individual
(Fig. 1a). A more reliable diagnosis is obtained by comparing the data to the corresponding
imaging data of a reference subject who is known to be healthy (Fig. 1b). Even better, the
comparison can be performed utilizing the imaging data of many healthy individuals (Fig. 1c).
The normal variations among healthy people can be quantified from the imaging data of healthy
individuals, and the differences that indicate the existence of a disease can be detected more
reliably, and a false diagnosis may be avoided.
In this Thesis, methods were studied to capture diagnostically important information from
the imaging data of a group of individuals and to utilize this information in different medical
applications. The focus was on image databases, from which the information on the shapes
and appearances of the objects and their variability could be extracted and modeled. These
computational methods enable the storage of the information on the variability in the imaging
data, and may help physicians to perform more reliable and objective diagnoses.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 1: Visual assessment of the normality of a shape. (a) The shape of the striatum of an
individual. The normality of the shape is difficult to assess. (b) The shape is compared to a
reference shape from the population of healthy people. Obvious shape differences exist, but it
is difficult to say if these differences are normal inter-subject variations. (c) The comparison
is done using 11 reference shapes. Now, it is seen that the shape studied is within the normal
inter-subject shape variation, and the shape can be classified as a normal case.
2 1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Modeling and utilization of prior knowledge
The number of medical images acquired yearly in hospitals increases, but the physicians have
only limited time to examine these data. Only qualitative information can be obtained from
the images if only visual examination is used. However, quantitative information on the size
and shape of the anatomical structures is needed for better diagnosis of patients. Quantitative
information can be retrieved using manual methods, but they are usually time-consuming. In
addition, the results of manual methods are not objective because of the differences in the
experience and routines of the physicians. Based on these facts, it is obvious that automatic
methods to analyze medical imaging data are needed to give objective quantitative information
and to save the workload of physicians.
Each time quantitative information from imaging data is needed, image segmentation has
to be performed. In image segmentation, an image is divided into parts that represent real
world objects and regions that are visible in the image. Although this task is relatively easy for
human eye, it has been surprisingly difficult to implement a universal automatic segmentation
algorithm, mainly because of noise, occlusion, incomplete data, and other structures in images.
For example, contours of the object of interest are often discontinuous, and the automatic
segmentation algorithm has to estimate the location of the missing contours from the other
data in the image or from prior knowledge on the problem. Therefore, image segmentation is
still one of the most studied topics in medical image analysis.
Image segmentation methods are usually designed for some particular application. The
application-specific methods enable the complete utilization of prior knowledge about the prob-
lem. For example, the shapes of most anatomical objects have only a restricted anatomical
variability. Therefore, strong prior information on the location, shape, and appearance of the
objects is available. The use of such prior knowledge is especially important when data are
noisy and incomplete.
Deformable model-based segmentation methods are popular in medical applications (Kass
et al., 1987; McInerney and Terzopoulos, 1996; Archarya and Menon, 1998; Dawant and Zij-
denbos, 2000; Xu et al., 2000a; Rogowska, 2001; Maintz and Viergever, 1998; Fitzpatrick et al.,
2000; Hawkes, 2001; Rueckert, 2001; Hill and Batchelor, 2001; Ma¨kela¨ et al., 2002). The most
attractive feature in these methods is that many kinds of prior information can be effectively
utilized. The basic idea in deformable model-based segmentation methods is to deform itera-
tively an a priori model in such a way that it matches to the target data (i.e., imaging data of
subject to be segmented) as accurately as possible. An a priori model is usually a gray-level
image or a surface that represents the object studied. It gives the initial state from which the
deformation process begins.
It is well-known that the quality of deformable model-based segmentation depends signifi-
cantly on the accuracy of an a priori model. If an a priori model is far from the actual location
and shape, the deformation process cannot find the optimal solution because of the presence
of disturbing attractors in the images. Therefore, it is important that an a priori model re-
sembles the target data as much as possible. It is known that, for example, the brain images
of healthy people are in many ways similar. This prior knowledge can be used to generate an
a priori model that is close to the optimal solution. Although the imaging data of healthy
people closely resemble each other, there exist also many kinds of variations. The next step
in the development of better deformable model-based segmentation methods is to model these
variations and utilize this prior knowledge in segmentation. This knowledge can be used to
constrain the deformation process so that the results are always valid examples of the object
studied. For example, in the segmentation of human brain, the deformation of an a priori
model is allowed to generate only shapes that represent a human brain.
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As mentioned above, the diagnoses are traditionally based on a physician’s education and
experience. The problem is that such diagnoses are subjective. Especially, if the difference
between healthy and diseased individuals is small and vague, the differences in experience,
routines, and even in the mood of physicians may cause divergence in diagnoses. In some cases,
the differences between healthy and diseased individuals are so small that even an experienced
physician cannot detect them. After the image has been segmented, quantitative information
can be determined from the segmentation. In order to efficiently utilize this information in
diagnoses, one has to know which quantitative values are typical to healthy people and which
values are an indication of a disease. In other words, it has to be defined where the border
between healthy and diseased individuals runs.
Computational methods enable objective determination of the differences between healthy
and diseased individuals. For example, the stroke volumes of the heart ventricles could be
measured from a big enough set of healthy individuals and from a patient to be diagnosed. By
studying the variability of the volumes, one could determine how probable it is that the heart
ventricles of a healthy individual have the stroke volumes determined for the patient. If this
probability is smaller than a threshold, the patient is diagnosed to be diseased. Similarly, the
normality of other characteristic, such as shape or function, can be determined by comparing
the data of a patient to the variability in a group of healthy individuals. In other words, the
modeling of the characteristics of objects is needed in computational diagnosis. Exactly the
same was needed in deformable model-based segmentation methods to maximally utilize prior
knowledge on the object of interest.
In the work described in this Thesis, the objective was to develop and study methods to
model the shape and appearance of anatomical structures, and the variation in the shape of
structures. These models were then used in deformable model-based image segmentation to
produce an accurate a priori model and to constrain the deformation process. Also, methods
that can give diagnostic information on the size and shape variations between individuals were
studied.
In the future, development of the methods studied in this Thesis may give an important
contribution to physicians’ diagnosis making. In computer-assisted diagnosis, an automatic
image analysis program retrieves the information needed from imaging data, such as the vol-
ume of object or assessment on the normality of object. The physician can then utilize this
information to justify his or her diagnosis.
1.2 Outline of the Thesis
Methods to generate an accurate a priori model for deformable model-based methods are pre-
sented in Section 2. The modeling of the variations in the imaging data of a group of individuals
and applications in deformable model-based methods are discussed in Section 3. The meth-
ods presented were applied to several applications. In Section 4, the results from deformable
model-based applications are presented. The variability of shape and volume of the striatum
in healthy people was studied. The methods used in the analysis and the results are presented
in Section 5. The methods studied and the results obtained are discussed in Section 6. The
conclusions are drawn in Section 7.
4 2 METHODS TO GENERATE AN ACCURATE A PRIORI MODEL
2 Methods to generate an accurate a priori model
The quality of segmentation depends significantly on the accuracy of an a priori model. The
main reason for the need for the accurate initialization is the presence of disturbing attractors
in the images. As an a priori model is deformed, it may attract to the boundaries of nearby
objects. Therefore, an a priori model deformed to fit to the target data has to be as close as
possible to the optimal solution. When a good a priori model exists, only small deformations
are needed and the process is affected neither by the noise nor by other features in the target
data.
There are several ways to generate an a priori model for deformable model-based segmen-
tation methods. One can take any smooth surface, such as a sphere, and use it as an a priori
model. Naturally, this gives a rather inaccurate initial approximation in most applications.
Generally, a better approach is to randomly take one database model and use it as an a priori
model. This guarantees that an a priori model has an approximately correct shape and will
usually result in relatively good segmentation.
Two methods to generate an a priori model using information from a group of individuals
were studied. In the model selection procedure (Section 2.1), the subject whose data were the
most similar to the target data was searched from the database. This was done separately for
each target subject. The other approach studied was to construct a mean shape or appearance
model from the database (Section 2.2). The mean model is usually close to the optimal solution,
and gives an accurate segmentation. A method closely related to the mean models is the
combination of the results of several segmentations. Whereas in the mean models the averaging
is done before segmentation, in this technique, the averaging of the data of database subjects
is done after it (Section 2.3).
2.1 Model selection
The basic idea behind the model selection procedure is to select from a database the one subject
whose data give the most accurate segmentation or registration when used as an a priori model.
In registration, the data from several imaging examinations are brought to the same coordinate
system. In rigid registration, the data are translated and rotated, which is usually sufficient
in registration of the data of one individual, for example, from different imaging modalities or
from different time instances. More degrees of freedom are required when the data of several
individuals are registered, and non-rigid registration has to be used to correct local differences
among individuals. Considering the studies in this Thesis, the techniques used in non-rigid
registration and deformable model-based segmentation are similar.
In practice, it is not known which database subject gives the best result (the actual segmen-
tation or registration errors cannot be determined as the correct segmentation or registration
is not available). It is assumed that the more similar the database subject and the target are
the better accuracy is obtained. Therefore, the similarities between the database subjects and
the target are used to select one a priori model from the database. If the selection is successful,
an a priori model is close to the correct solution and the segmentation or registration will be
accurate.
The basic procedure of the model selection is shown in Fig. 2. The similarity, SIM , between
the target, t, and the database subjects, sj, is estimated using a set of similarity features, fi,
calculated from the data available. The estimation of the similarity is obtained from a linear
model
SIM(t, sj) =
∑
i
wifi(t, sj), (1)
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Figure 2: The procedures for (a) the training of the linear model in the model selection proce-
dure, and (b) the application of the model selection procedure.
where wi is the weight of the ith feature. The data of the database subject with the highest
similarity value are then used as an a priori model.
The definition of the similarity features fi in Eq. 1 depends on the data available. The
model selection procedure was used in two applications: in segmentation of MR images (Publi-
cation VII) and in registration of an a priori surface model to a target point set (Publication I
and VI). In the former application, measures such as the mean-squared difference in gray-level
values,
f(t, sj) =
1
NxNyNz
Nx∑
x=1
Ny∑
y=1
Nz∑
z=1
(It(x, y, z)− Isj(x, y, z))2, (2)
where Nx, Ny, and Nz were the dimensions of the images, were used to estimate the similarity
between the gray-level image of the target, It, and the gray-level image of a database subject Isj .
One of the best measures studied was the normalized mutual information (NMI) (Studholme
et al., 1999), which measures the dependencies between the gray-level values in two images. In
the latter application, the features described the similarity of the database and target shapes.
One such feature was the mean distance from the target points, ti, to the database surface, sj:
f(t, sj) =
1
Np
Np∑
i=1
D (sj, ti) , (3)
where Np was the number of the points in the target surface and D (sj, ti) the distance from
the ith target point to the database surface.
The optimal set of features (to avoid over-learning of the linear model), and the optimal
weights, wi, were determined from the database using regression analysis. In segmentation and
registration, the objective is to obtain as small error as possible. Therefore, the estimate of the
complement of the segmentation error between the manual and automatic segmentations was
used as the similarity value SIM in Eq. 1. The segmentation error (target registration error,
TRE) was determined as (analogous to Fitzpatrick et al. (1998)):
TRE ≡ 1
Nt
Nt∑
i=1
D (r, ti) , (4)
where Nt was the number of the points in the target surface, ti the ith target surface point,
and D (r, ti) the distance from the ith target surface point to the result surface of automatic
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segmentation r. The target surface was generated by manually segmenting the object of interest
from the target data, and the surface was represented using a triangle mesh. The surface points
were the nodes of the triangular surface.
The model selection can be performed both before and after segmentation or non-rigid
registration. If the selection is done before, the segmentation or registration has to be done
only once using the data of the database subject selected. Therefore, computation time is not
increased considerably as compared to the segmentation or registration using random selection
of an a priori model. When the selection is done after the segmentation or registration, a set
of segmentations or registrations has to be made using the data of each database subject as an
a priori model. Consequently, computation time may increase significantly. This may be an
important limitation if the database is large.
The model selection procedure has been studied by Rohlfing et al. (2004a), too. They per-
formed the selection in the same way as presented above, but used only one feature (NMI). Brejl
and Sonka (2000) segmented an image using a set of shapes, and the shape that gave the best
fit to the image was selected. Stegmann and Larsen (2003) constructed five different clusters
of image appearance in the segmentation of perfusion MR images. The clusters represented
different phases of perfusion imaging, and a statistical appearance model was constructed for
each cluster. Each model was used in the segmentation of the target, and the one that gave
the best fit was selected.
Marsland et al. (2003) selected the best reference subject from the database for the construc-
tion of a mean model. The selection was done based on the deformations from the reference
subject to the database subjects so that the selected subject was the nearest one to the mean
of the database. Gering (2003) searched for the database subject most similar to the target
in local neighborhood in different resolutions using the root-mean-squared error of the gray-
level values. Based on the distances to the most similar healthy database subject in different
resolutions, Gering (2003) determined the probability of a pathology in the particular location.
2.2 Mean models
The models that represent the mean shape or appearance of a population can be constructed
from the database. As they represent the mean of the database, they are in most cases closer
to the optimal result than a randomly selected database model. Therefore, better registration
or segmentation accuracy is achieved using the mean model as an a priori model (Publica-
tions I, VI, and VII, Lorenzo-Valde´s et al. (2002); Rohlfing et al. (2004a)).
The overall procedures used for the construction of the mean shape and appearance models
are represented in Fig. 3 (Guimond et al., 2000; Frangi et al., 2002; Rueckert et al., 2003).
The basic idea in these procedures is to first align and then register the database subjects
so that the correspondence between the subjects is obtained (spatial normalization of data or
normalization of shape parametrization). For example, if the shapes are represented using a
point set, the correspondence between the surface points is determined. If a mean appearance
model is constructed, the transformations from the reference subject to the database subjects,
Ti : xref 7→ xi, are obtained, and these establish the spatial correspondence. Once the cor-
respondence has been determined, the mean shape, x¯, is obtained by averaging the shape
representations of the database subjects, xi:
x¯ =
1
N
N∑
i=1
xi. (5)
Possible shape parametrizations include point sets (Cootes et al., 1995; Neumann and Lorenz,
1998; Fleute and Lavalle´e, 1998), Fourier descriptors (Staib and Duncan, 1992, 1996; Sze´kely
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Figure 3: The procedures for the construction of the mean (a) shape and (b) appearance models.
et al., 1996; Neumann and Lorenz, 1998), spherical harmonics (Kelemen et al., 1999; van’t Ent
et al., 2001), splines (Baumberg and Hogg, 1995), and wavelets (Neumann and Lorenz, 1998;
Davatzikos et al., 2003). The mean appearance model is constructed by first generating the
mean gray-level image, I¯0, from the spatially normalized database images, Ii:
I¯0 =
1
N
N∑
i=1
T−1i Ii. (6)
This image is then transformed to the coordinate system that represents the mean of the
database:
T =
1
N
N∑
i=1
Ti, (7)
I¯ = TI¯0. (8)
Similar methods can be used to construct mean motion models as well (Rao et al., 2003). When
the temporal dimension is included in the model, the correspondence has to be found both in
the spatial and temporal coordinates.
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The most important step in the construction of the mean models is the registration of the
data to establish the correspondence between the database subjects. If the accuracy of the
registration is poor, details may not be visible in the mean model, as shown in Fig. 4.
(a)
(b)
Figure 4: The effect of registration accuracy on mean appearance models. (a) A mean model
using only affine registration (translation, rotation, and scaling) and (b) a mean model using
non-rigid registration (N = 31). The models have been constructed using the procedure shown
in Fig. 3b.
In practice, the choice of the reference subject affects the results: the mean model is biased
towards the reference subject (Rueckert et al., 2003). Several solutions have been proposed
to ease this problem. Marsland et al. (2003) used the database subject that minimized the
pair-wise distance to the remaining database subjects as the reference subject. The whole
procedure described above can be performed iteratively by replacing the reference subject with
the mean model of the previous iteration, as shown in Fig. 3 (Publications II and IV, Cootes
et al. (1995); Subsol et al. (1998); Fleute and Lavalle´e (1998); Guimond et al. (2000); Rohlfing
et al. (2001); Frangi et al. (2002)). This reduces the bias towards the selected reference subject,
and different initial reference subjects produce almost identical mean models (Subsol et al.,
1998; Guimond et al., 2000; Frangi et al., 2002). In addition, by replacing the reference model
with the mean model, the initial guess will likely be closer to the target in non-rigid registration,
which results in more accurate registrations. In the procedure presented above, the database
subjects are registered with the reference subject one at a time. However, it has been proposed
that better overall registration accuracy is achieved by registering all the database subjects
simultaneously (Marsland et al., 2003; Studholme, 2003; Bhatia et al., 2004; Joshi et al., 2004).
Instead of finding the correspondence between the reference and all the database subjects,
pair-wise correspondence and a binary tree can be used (Brett and Taylor, 2000; Hill et al.,
2000).
If the mean surface model is to be constructed, one can use also methods different from
the one presented in Fig. 3a. Frangi et al. (2002) constructed a mean shape model using a
procedure called shape-based blending. In this method, the aligned signed distance maps of
the database shapes were averaged, and the mean shape was obtained by thresholding the
mean distance map to its zero-level. Leventon et al. (2000) and Yang and Duncan (2003) used
similar level-set-based approaches. In these methods, non-rigid registration is not needed, but
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the topology of the mean model may be erroneous, especially if the initial alignment is not
accurate (Frangi et al., 2002).
2.3 Combination of classifiers
In the construction of mean models, the data of the database subjects are averaged before regis-
tration or segmentation. However, the averaging can be done also afterwards. The idea is that
several classifications are obtained with different a priori models, algorithms, or parameters,
and these results are combined to provide on average a more accurate classification. In prac-
tice, the registration or segmentation is usually performed using all the database models as an a
priori model and the results obtained are combined. Naturally, this increases the computation
time as the registration or segmentation has to be done for each database subject. Therefore,
the computation time may become a problem if the registration or segmentation method used
is time-consuming.
Segmentation defines for each voxel a label which gives the estimated class of that particular
voxel. The simplest way to utilize the combination of classifiers is to select the label that
gets the most votes when each database model is used as an a priori model (Rohlfing et al.,
2004a). Rohlfing et al. (2004a) found this approach the best of the methods studied (random
selection of an a priori model, model selection, mean models, and combination of classifiers). A
generalization of this is to give a weight to each classifier (i.e., database model), which describes
the reliability of the particular classifier (Warfield et al., 2002; Rohlfing et al., 2004b). In these
studies, better results were reported than for the simple voting rule.
The combination of classifiers was evaluated in Publication I. The geometrical models that
were obtained using all the database subjects as an a priori model were averaged after non-rigid
registration.
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3 Methods to model shape variation in the database
Models of shape variation are needed to incorporate prior knowledge on the problem in de-
formable model-based methods and to give diagnostic information on the differences between
healthy and diseased individuals. The variations in the imaging data of a group of individuals
can be modeled using either probabilistic or statistical shape models. The models describe
what are the typical variations in the imaging data in the group of individuals studied.
One problem in conventional deformable models is that they are not specific to the object
studied. In other words, an a priorimodel can take on almost any continuous and smooth shape.
This can result in implausible segmentations or registrations, especially if the data are noisy or
the initialization is poor. To improve the specificity of deformable models, both probabilistic
(Section 3.1) and statistical (Section 3.2) shape models were studied. The probabilistic and
statistical shape models were used to constrain the deformations so that only the shapes similar
to the ones in the database were accepted.
3.1 Probabilistic shape models
The basic idea in the probabilistic methods is to model the variation in the population using
some probability density function. One can model both the shape parametrization and the
gray-level information. After the probabilistic model has been constructed, the deformation
can be constrained so that the shapes that are similar to the database shapes or the gray-level
values that are similar to the database gray-level values are favored. Therefore, it is likely that
the results are similar to the ones in the database.
Basically, there are two ways to utilize probabilistic methods to constrain the deformations:
probability density functions (Section 3.1.1) and probabilistic atlases (Section 3.1.2).
3.1.1 Probability density functions (PDFs)
When probability density functions (PDFs) are used to model the variability in the database,
the Gaussian distribution is often used as the approximation of the underlying distribution of
the shape parameters or gray-level data (Staib and Duncan, 1992, 1996; Chen et al., 1999b).
This both simplifies and speeds up the calculations. For example, the probability of a shape
parameter, xj, can be modeled as a one-dimensional (1-D) Gaussian distribution. If indepen-
dency of the shape parameters is assumed (Staib and Duncan, 1992, 1996), the probability of
a parametrized shape, x = [x1, x2, . . . , xn], is
P (x) =
n∏
j=1
1√
2piσ2j
exp
(
−(xj − µj)
2
2σ2j
)
, (9)
where µj is the mean of the jth shape parameter and σ
2
j the variance of the shape parameter
across the database subjects. Similarly, the histogram of the intensity variations in the database
can be modeled as a 1-D Gaussian distribution (Chen et al., 1999b). When the shape is
parametrized using a set of points, a natural choice to model the shape variability is to use the
coordinates of the points, ~xj:
P (~xj) =
1√
(2pi)d|Σj|
exp
(
−1
2
(~xj − ~µj)TΣ−1j (~xj − ~µj)
)
, (10)
where d is the dimension of the space and Σj a d × d covariance matrix. In order to be
able to construct these probability density functions, the correspondence between the database
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Figure 5: Non-parametric PDFs. Non-parametric PDFs of the surface points’ variability for
the heart ventricles and atria (N = 25). In each small box, the non-parametric PDF of the
surface point in the center of the box is shown.
subjects has to be established. For example, if the coordinates of the model points are used, the
point correspondence has to be established. If the gray-level values are modeled, the voxel-wise
correspondence has to be defined.
The Gaussian distribution is not the only choice for the modeling of the database variabil-
ity. For example, if the underlying distribution is curved, or has many peaks, the Gaussian
distribution gives an inaccurate approximation. The non-linearities may come, for example,
from the rotation of the objects, such as the twisting motion of the heart. In these cases, a
more complex PDF has to be used. One possibility is to approximate the distribution using the
combination of many Gaussian distributions (i.e., a mixture of Gaussians). In this Thesis, the
point distributions were modeled using non-parametric PDFs with Parzen-windowing (Fig. 5)
(Duda and Hart, 1973). In practice, the points were moved to the nearest voxel (i.e., nearest
neighbor interpolation was used), and the counts in each voxel were calculated. The counts
were normalized so that they established a real PDF. Finally, the PDF was smoothed using
a Gaussian filter. The smoothing had to be done because of the small size of the database
(N = 25).
3.1.2 Probabilistic atlases
Probabilistic atlases describe the likelihood of a shape given the database shapes. The basic idea
of probabilistic atlases is the same as in the non-parametric PDFs. However, in the probabilistic
atlases, only one probability map is made for the whole surface.
In the construction of the probabilistic atlases, the external variations in the data are first
removed by aligning the database shapes. Usually rigid or affine registration is used, but
transformations with more degrees of freedom have been used (Park et al., 2003). Next, the
shapes are averaged. It can be done using the surfaces of the shapes (Fig. 6a) or the interior
of the shapes (Fig. 6b). In addition, Gaussian smoothing is usually applied to the resulting
atlases to guarantee smoothness. In the probabilistic atlases, the correspondence between the
database shapes is not needed, which removes one major error source from the procedure. Also
four-dimensional (4-D, three spatial and one temporal dimension) atlases have been constructed
from the heart (Perperidis et al., 2004).
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(a)
(b)
Figure 6: Probabilistic atlases. A probabilistic atlas (N = 25) of the left ventricle of the heart
from the valve level (left) to the apical level (right): (a) using the surfaces of the shapes, and
(b) using the interior of the shapes. (Publication II)
3.1.3 Applications
When the probabilistic models are used in image registration or segmentation, a natural way
is to use the Bayes rule, and to maximize an a posteriori probability of the data (i.e., to apply
the maximum a posteriori (MAP) criterion). The Bayes rule (see, for example, Gelman et al.
(1995)) gives the relation between a priori probabilities of a shape, P (x), and an image, P (I),
the likelihood of the image given the shape, P (I|x), and an a posteriori probability of the shape
given the image, P (x|I):
P (x|I) = P (I|x)P (x)
P (I)
. (11)
The likelihood term, P (I|x), describes how probable it is to achieve the image I when the object
has the shape x. Its objective is to match the shape to the features in the target image. The
likelihood term can be determined in many ways, for example, based on image gradients, edge
detectors, or voxel similarity measures. An a priori probability of the shape, P (x), embeds
information on typical shapes of the object, and is learned from a shape database. It biases
the solution towards the shapes present in the database. An a priori probability of the image,
P (I), is basically only a scaling factor, and is independent of the shape x.
In segmentation and registration, the model parameters xMAP that maximize an a posteriori
probability of the shape for the given image are searched. Usually, the logarithm of an a
posteriori probability is maximized. This gives a simpler equation that can be effectively
optimized:
P (xMAP |I) = max
x
P (x|I) = max
x
P (I|x)P (x)
P (I)
∝ max
x
P (I|x)P (x) ∝ max
x
{lnP (I|x) + lnP (x)}.
(12)
Probabilistic atlases are usually used to give a priori information on the location and vari-
ability of the organs, which is then used as an initialization in the segmentation (Van Leemput
et al., 1999, 2001; Lorenzo-Valde´s et al., 2004; Park et al., 2004). Sluimer et al. (2005) utilized
a probabilistic atlas to define the border regions after the lung segmentation. In these regions,
the voxels were re-classified as either object or background.
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Park et al. (2003) and Sluimer et al. (2005) have reported better segmentation results for
their methods with the probabilistic atlas than without it. In addition, Chen et al. (1999a)
achieved improvement in their registration method by incorporating probabilistic information
on the intensity and geometric variations.
3.2 Statistical shape models
In the probabilistic models (Section 3.1), the shape parameters are usually approximated to
be independent to simplify the model and calculations. However, the parameters are usually
inter-correlated. Therefore, the probabilistic models can take on shapes that are not present in
the database and are not valid examples of the object studied. In statistical shape models, a
compact representation of the shape variation, in which the shape parameters are uncorrelated,
is learned from the database. Because the parameters are uncorrelated, simple constraints can
be used to guarantee that the shapes generated are valid examples of the object.
3.2.1 Point distribution model (PDM)
The point distribution model (PDM) was introduced by Cootes et al. (1995). Similar procedures
are used in other statistical shape models as well. The construction of a PDM consists of
three steps. 1) The database shapes are represented using point sets for which the point
correspondence exists. 2) The point sets are aligned in the same coordinate system. 3) The
variations in the database are modeled by applying the principal component analysis (PCA) to
the point sets.
It is important that the point correspondence is accurate so that the real shape variation
is modeled. Cootes et al. (1995) located manually the landmarks on each database shape, and
additional points were sampled equidistantly along contours. The manually located landmarks
represent salient features that can be accurately located from the database images (e.g., sharp
corners and points of high curvature). In most cases, especially in 3-D, manual methods are too
time-consuming as the number of points required to represent the shape with an appropriate
accuracy and the required database size to model all possible variations are large. Also, intra-
and inter-observer errors are likely to arise in 3-D applications. Non-rigid registration can
be used to automatically propagate the landmarks of the reference subject to the database
subjects. Both volumetric (Publication II, Fleute and Lavalle´e (1998); Frangi et al. (2002);
Wo¨rz and Rohr (2003)) and surface-based methods have been proposed (Caunce and Taylor,
1999; Lorenz and Krahnsto¨ver, 2000; Brett and Taylor, 2000; Kaus et al., 2003a). Matching
of geometric features, such as the surface curvature, were used in (Tagare et al., 1995; Wang
and Staib, 2000a; Shen et al., 2001; Meier and Fisher, 2002). In addition, the problem can be
formulated as an explicit optimization problem (Kotcheff and Taylor, 1998; Davies et al., 2002;
Thodberg, 2003).
Perhaps the most popular approach to align the landmarks is the Procrustes analysis, where
the optimal least-squares fit of the corresponding point sets is searched using rigid or affine
transformation (Gower, 1975; Goodall, 1991). Any other alignment method can be used, too.
For example, voxel-based registration (Publication II), landmark-based registration (Sze´kely
et al., 1996; Kelemen et al., 1999; van’t Ent et al., 2001), and Hough transform (Mitchell et al.,
2001) have been proposed.
The shape vector consists of the concatenated landmark coordinates,
x = [x1, y1, z1, x2, y2, z2 . . . , xm, ym, zm], where m is the number of landmarks. The number
of the shape parameters is n = d · m, where d is the dimension of the space. The database
shapes form a cloud in an n-dimensional parameter space. The aim of the PDM is to model
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the inter-subject variability in the parameter space by taking into account the dependencies
between the shape parameters. The distribution of the cloud is assumed to be an ellipsoid. The
mean shape (Eq. 5) gives the center of the shape cloud. The principal axes of the ellipsoid are
computed using PCA. In practice, the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the covariance matrix
Σ =
1
N − 1
N∑
i=1
(xi − x¯) (xi − x¯)T (13)
are calculated. As the database consists of N example shapes, and the size of the parameter
vector is n, the database shapes span a min(N − 1, n)-dimensional sub-space in the parameter
space, and there are min(N − 1, n) non-zero eigenvectors. Each principal axis (i.e., eigenvec-
tor of Σ), φi, gives a representation how the shapes in the database vary. These axes are
called the modes of shape variation. An eigenvalue λi gives the amount of the variance in the
database shapes that the corresponding eigenvector explains: the eigenvector with the largest
eigenvalue corresponds to the longest axis of the ellipsoid and the most significant variations
in the database.
New shapes that are similar to the database shapes are obtained from
x = x¯+Φb, (14)
where Φ = [φ1, . . . , φt] is a matrix consisting of the modes of shape variation, b = [b1, . . . , bt]
T
a weight vector, and t the number of the modes in the model (t ≤ min(N − 1, n)) (Fig. 7).
Appropriate limits for the weights are usually determined based on the statistics of the database.
Most often the weights are constrained to the values −a√λi ≤ bi ≤ +a
√
λi. Typical values for
a range from 2 to 3.5, which correspond to 95.45% and 99.95% of the variation in the database,
respectively.
As a result, PDM gives a new, compact representation of the shape (i.e., the weights b) in
a new, uncorrelated basis defined by the modes of shape variation. The number of the weights,
t, is usually much smaller than the number of the original shape parameters.
3.2.2 Statistical deformation model (SDM)
In PDM, the point sets or surfaces are modeled. Statistical deformation model (SDM) (Rueck-
ert et al., 2003) is a closely related method, in which voxel-wise comparison is done using
deformation fields. This enables the modeling of the whole image and all the objects in it.
Using SDMs, for example, voxel-based registration can be performed.
In SDMs, non-rigid registration is used to establish the voxel-wise correspondence between
the database subjects. For each voxel, a deformation vector d(x, y, z) is obtained, which defines
the displacement of the voxel. Consequently, the deformations produce dense sets of points,
so-called pseudo-landmarks, for which the correspondence exists. Rueckert et al. (2003) used
free-form deformation (FFD) to establish the correspondence between the database subjects.
In FFD (Sederberg and Parry, 1986; Rueckert et al., 1999; Lo¨tjo¨nen et al., 1999), a regular grid
of control points is used to parametrize the deformation:
d(x, y, z) =
l∑
i=0
m∑
j=0
n∑
k=0
Ql,i(x)Qm,j(y)Qn,k(z)Pijk, (15)
where Ql,i is a polynomial basis function (e.g, linear basis function or B-spline), and Pijk are
the positions of the grid points. FFD produces a smooth and continuous deformation.
As the FFD grid points’ coordinates parametrize the deformation, a compact representation
of the deformations is achieved by keeping only the displacements of the control points. In SDM,
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Figure 7: Statistical shape model. New shapes are obtained by varying the weights of the
modes of shape variation. (Publication II)
PCA is applied to the variations in the grid points’ coordinates. New, valid examples of the
shape can be generated by applying the deformation d obtained with the linear model
d = d¯+Φb, (16)
where d¯ is the mean deformation, Φ contains the eigenvectors (so-called statistical deformation
modes), and b is a weight vector, to the reference shape.
In addition to the surface points and the FFD grid, statistical shape models can be con-
structed from other shape representations, too. The methods proposed in the literature include
orthogonal basis functions, such as Fourier descriptors (Staib and Duncan, 1992, 1996; Sze´kely
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et al., 1996), cubic B-splines (Baumberg and Hogg, 1995), wavelets (Neumann and Lorenz,
1998; Davatzikos et al., 2003), and spherical harmonic functions (Kelemen et al., 1999; van’t
Ent et al., 2001), medial representation (Pizer et al., 1999; Golland et al., 1999; Joshi et al.,
2002; Styner et al., 2003), and level-set functions (Leventon et al., 2000; Tsai et al., 2003; Yang
et al., 2003, 2004).
3.2.3 Enlargement of the database
The number of model parameters, n, is usually so large that the number of non-zero eigenvalues
is determined by the number of database subjects, N (i.e., the number of modes of shape
variation is N − 1). The required size of the database increases notably in 3-D as compared
to 2-D (Kelemen et al., 1999; Ordas et al., 2004). Today in many of the studies with the
statistical shape models, the databases are too small (under 50 subjects). For example, Frangi
et al. (2002) constructed a 3-D statistical shape model of the cardiac ventricles from the short-
axis MR images of 14 healthy adults, Rueckert et al. (2003) constructed a 3-D statistical
brain model from 25 MR images of subjects with schizophrenia, Kelemen et al. (1999) used
22 subjects in their hippocampus model, and Chandrashekara et al. (2003) built a 3-D+time
statistical motion model of the heart from the tagged MR images of 17 subjects. The anatomical
variability of many objects is so large that it cannot be accurately modeled with so few modes
of shape variation. Consequently, the model restricts the shape too much and the segmentation
accuracy is limited.
It is often very laborious to expand the database as many of the methods require manual
segmentations of the objects of interest and the registration of the data may take a long time.
Also, the imaging data needed are not always available. If there are no real data available or
they cannot be used, one option is to increase the smoothness, and, therefore, the generality of
the model, artificially. Smooth variations can be generated using physical models (Sclaroff
and Isidoro, 1998). This provides a model allowing variability due to the physical model
and specificity due to the information on the database variations. Cootes and Taylor (1995)
constructed a synthetic covariance matrix which included both real shape variation from the
database and synthetic, physical shape variation. Wang and Staib (2000a) made a synthetic
covariance matrix which incorporated smoothness constraints. This was then combined with
the covariance matrix generated from the database using weighted averaging. Baumberg and
Hogg (1995) added noise to the covariance matrix to enable the generation of new shapes which
have small details that are not present in the database. Another option is to generate more
example shapes using the existing database. As the number of the shapes in the database
increases, more modes of shape variation can be constructed from the data, and the model is
less constrained. Davatzikos et al. (2003) proposed two hierarchical approaches. In the first one,
the shape was partitioned into smaller segments. Statistical models were constructed separately
for each segment and for the mass centers of the segments. The second approach used wavelets
to decompose the shape into a set of bands, and the modes were calculated separately for each
band.
In Publication V, several methods were studied to artificially enlarge the database. In
addition to the basic PCA model, six methods were tested. As the best one emerged the non-
rigid movement technique, in which new shapes were generated by deforming the real database
shapes randomly, locally, and non-rigidly. A sphere (radius r) was located in the shapes, and
the center point (cx, cy, cz) was translated using a random vector V. The points inside the
sphere were displaced using the equation
v(x, y, z) =
e−2 (x−cx)
2+(y−cy)2+(z−cz)2
r2
− e−2
1.0− e−2 V. (17)
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3.2.4 Applications
The goal in the statistical shape model-based image segmentation and registration is to find
such values for the model parameters (b in Eq. 14) that the model fits the target data as closely
as possible. Active shape models (ASMs) were presented by Cootes et al. (1995) to perform
the segmentation with a PDM. In ASMs, the gray-scale profiles perpendicular to the surface
in each landmark are used to iteratively establish an optimal deformation, while constraining
the shape based on the PDM (Cootes et al., 1995; Duta and Sonka, 1998; Kelemen et al., 1999;
Cootes and Taylor, 2004; Brejl and Sonka, 2000; van Ginneken et al., 2002). The optimization
can be done using other kinds of objective functions, too. In SDM, a natural choice is to use
an intensity similarity measure (Publication II, Loeckx et al. (2003)). A curve was matched
to an edge map in (Sze´kely et al., 1996). When incomplete data are used, the mean distance
between target data points and surface model is minimized (Publications I and VI, Fleute and
Lavalle´e (1998); van’t Ent et al. (2001)). The MAP framework can also be used in the statistical
model-based segmentation or registration. Usually a Gaussian distribution is assumed for the
shape parameters (Leventon et al., 2000; Wang and Staib, 2000b). In addition, statistical shape
information can be used in a regularization term (Kaus et al., 2003b). The robustness, speed,
and accuracy of the statistical model-based methods can be improved by using hierarchical or
multi-resolution implementation (Cootes et al., 1994; Sze´kely et al., 1996; Shen et al., 2001; van
Ginneken et al., 2002; Davatzikos et al., 2003).
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4 Studied methods applied to segmentation and regis-
tration
The methods presented to model prior knowledge and utilize it in deformable model-based
methods were studied, evaluated, and compared in different applications. These applications
and results obtained are presented in this section.
4.1 Model selection in segmentation of MR images
The performance of the model selection in segmentation of MR images was evaluated by study-
ing how well the method succeeded in selecting a database model similar to the target data
(Publication VII). The method was compared to the random selection of an a priori model.
In practice, the random selection was evaluated by using the data of each database subject as
an a priori model and averaging the segmentation errors. This study, like all studies in this
Thesis, was done using leave-one-out cross-validation. In other words, each subject was once
removed from the database and regarded as a target. The remaining subjects established the
database used for the particular target subject.
The database consisted of nine subjects and the method was evaluated for five structures
(skin, brain envelope, cerebellum, corpus callosum, and midbrain). The model selection proce-
dure improved the segmentation accuracy as compared to the random selection of an a priori
model. For the intensity-based segmentation of the brain structures, the model selection pro-
cedure gave better accuracy than the random selection in 97.8% of the cases, as averaged over
all the target subjects and all the objects. The best model was selected in 48.8% of the cases
(if random selection had been used, this figure would have been 12.5%). The model selection
procedure gave 78.6% improvement from the random selection as compared to the maximum
possible (the improvement would have been 100% if the best model had always been selected).
Similar results were obtained also for the surface-based segmentation tested. For each brain
structure and segmentation method studied, the segmentation accuracy was statistically sig-
nificantly better when the model selection procedure was used as compared to the random
selection of an a priori model (Wilcoxon signed rank test, p = 0.05).
4.2 3-D geometry from incomplete data
Methods to construct 3-D geometric models of head (Publication I) and thorax (Publication VI)
from incomplete data were studied. A set of points was digitized from the surface of skin and
an a priori geometric model was registered to these data. An alternative way to construct these
models is to segment the objects of interest from an MR image of a subject. This provides
good accuracy but MR imaging is expensive and time-consuming. The methods studied enable
a fast and low-cost construction of geometric models for the applications where the accuracy
of the geometric model needed is moderate.
The model selection, mean models, combination of classifiers, and statistical shape models
were evaluated. The basic idea was to match an a priori geometric model, a triangular surface
model, to the points digitized from the surface of the skin of the target subject. The databases
consisted of the MR images of 15 subjects in the head study and of the MR images of 22
subjects in the thorax study. The objects of interest, (skin, scalp, and brain in the head study,
and torso, lungs, and heart in the thorax study) were segmented manually from the MR images.
In addition, a set of points was located manually from the MR images to simulate the digitizing
of the points from the skin.
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Table 1: The results (mean TRE, mm) for the construction of geometric models from incom-
plete data. The results for the head study are presented for three point sets. (Publications I
and VI)
Random
selection
Model
selection,
before
Model
selection,
after
Model
selection,
separate
Mean
model
Combination
of
classifiers
SDM
Head (PS1) 2.76 2.32 2.53 2.25 2.08 2.38
Head (PS2) 2.54 2.11 2.14 2.02 1.94 2.22
Head (PS3) 2.11 1.82 1.77 1.72 1.68 2.00
Thorax 11.23 9.19 8.93 8.80 9.10
Point set PS1 consisted of 22 points, PS2 of 44 points, and PS3 of 1155 points. In the thorax study, 23 points
were used.
Columns from the left: random selection of an a priori model, model selection before non-rigid registration,
model selection after non-rigid registration, model selection before non-rigid registration with separate selec-
tions for the torso and internal organs, registration using mean surface model, combination of classifiers, and
registration using SDM.
In model selection, the database model that was estimated to be the best for the target
was registered with the point set using FFD. Additionally, mean model was used as an a priori
model, too. In the combination of classifiers, all the database models were used as an a priori
model, and the geometric models obtained were averaged. The registration using statistical
shape models was implemented using SDM, in which the weights of SDM were optimized so
that the mean distance between the target points and the model surface was minimized. Fleute
and Lavalle´e (1998) introduced a similar method to reconstruct a complete 3-D shape from a
digitized point set by optimizing the pose and PDM parameters. Also van’t Ent et al. (2001)
estimated the complete 3-D geometry from sparse data. In their method, the surface of the skin
was represented using spherical harmonic functions. The coefficients of the spherical harmonic
functions of the skull and brain surfaces were then predicted from the coefficients of the skin
using a linear model trained from database shapes.
The results for the construction of 3-D geometric models from the point sets are presented in
Table 1. In each case studied, the model selection procedure improved the registration accuracy
as compared to the random selection of an a priori model. Furthermore, by performing separate
model selections for the torso and the internal organs (heart and lungs), the error was further
decreased. The crucial question in the model selection procedure is how reliably the similarity
(i.e., the TRE) of the database subjects to the target subject can be estimated from the data
available. It is likely that the better the registration of the database and the target before the
model selection is the better selection can be made. Therefore, if the computation time is not
an issue, in many cases the model selection should be done after all the database subjects have
been used as a priori models in non-rigid registration or segmentation. This was found to be
the best approach by Rohlfing et al. (2004a). However, the sparse information from which the
model selection was done in Publication I was not ideal for this purpose. The less points were
used the more completely the discriminative information between the database subjects was
utilized during the non-rigid registration. Consequently, for the two sparsest point sets, the
model selection after the non-rigid registration gave even worse results than before it. Only
with the densest point set better results were obtained by selecting the best model after the
registration.
Good results were obtained in both studies using mean models and the combination of
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 8: Example results for the construction of 3-D geometry from incomplete data. (a) The
best and (b) the worst result for the sparsest point set (22 points) in Publication I for the
combination of classifiers. (c) The best and (d) the worst result for the sparsest point set (23
points) in Publication VI for the model selection with the correction of internal organs.
classifiers. In the head study, these were the best methods studied, and in the thorax study,
the mean models gave better accuracy than the model selection procedure. Good performance
of the mean models and combination of classifiers was reported also by Rohlfing et al. (2004a).
A model that describes the correlations between the surface points’ coordinates and the
size and location of the internal organs was learned from the database in Publication VI. This
approach, combined with the model selection, performed better than the other methods studied
(mean TRE = 7.64 mm). Example results for the best methods of both the head and thorax
studies are shown in Fig. 8.
SDMs were not able to give good results, but the other methods studied gave usually better
results. For the thorax study, the accuracy of SDM was considerably better than the accuracy
of the basic FFD approach with no database information. Especially, the registration accuracy
of the internal organs, from which no imaging data were available, was much better using
SDM. However, the mean models and the model selection procedure outperformed SDM. In
the head study, the results were similar: SDM outperformed the basic FFD approach, but the
combination of classifiers, mean models and model selection gave better registration accuracy.
4.3 Segmentation of cardiac structures
The segmentation of cardiac structures was performed by utilizing simultaneously both short-
axis (SA) and long-axis (LA) cardiac MR images. The SA and LA images were aligned in the
same coordinate system using header information and intensity-based registration (Lo¨tjo¨nen
et al., 2005). After this, the information in SA and LA images could be compared and utilized in
segmentation. The utilization of both SA and LA MR images enabled the accurate analysis of
the ventricles in the basal and valve levels, and of the atria. Single image slices from different
directions have been used by Lelieveldt et al. (2003) and Oost et al. (2003), but the use of
volume images from different directions in segmentation of cardiac MR images is a novel idea.
To author’s knowledge, the statistical modeling and segmentation of atria from MR images
have not been studied by any other group. Most of the recent cardiac segmentation studies
using MR images have focused on the segmentation of the left ventricle and epicardium (Suri,
2000; Mitchell et al., 2002; Kaus et al., 2003a; Paragios, 2003). In some studies, also the right
ventricle has been segmented (Mitchell et al., 2001; Lorenzo-Valde´s et al., 2002; Gering, 2003;
Lorenzo-Valde´s et al., 2004; Perperidis et al., 2005). Although the LA images were used by
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Lelieveldt et al. (2003) and Oost et al. (2003), only the left ventricle was segmented in these
studies. Also, the atria were not included in the statistical shape models constructed by Frangi
et al. (2002) and Rao et al. (2003).
In Publication IV, mean appearance models (N = 25) were constructed for both SA and
LA images, and they were used in the deformable model-based segmentation of the four heart
chambers and epicardium. It was shown, that 1) the mean models (mean TRE = 2.99 mm)
give much better segmentation accuracy than the random selection of an a priori model (mean
TRE = 4.22 mm), and 2) the use of both SA and LA images enables the accurate segmentation
of atria and improves the segmentation of ventricles as compared to the segmentation using
only SA images (Fig. 9).
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 9: Example results for the segmentation of cardiac structures. An SA and LA image
slice of the segmentation results for one database subject: (a) SA and (b) LA slice after affine
registration (TRE = 3.83 mm), and (c) SA and (d) LA slice after non-rigid registration-based
segmentation (TRE = 2.96 mm). (Publication IV)
Statistical and probabilistic shape models of the heart were constructed from 25 healthy
subjects using both SA and LA MR images in Publication II (Fig. 7). Then, these models
were used to constrain the segmentation of the heart. The segmentation using statistical shape
models was implemented by optimizing the weights of the SDM constructed from the database
so that the NMI between the SA and LA images of the model and target was maximized. In
addition to PCA, the modes of shape variation were calculated using independent component
analysis (ICA) (Hyva¨rinen et al., 2001). It has been reported that the PCA- and ICA-based
modes of shape variation have different characteristics in spatial deformations: PCA produces
global deformations, while ICA produces more local modes of shape variation (U¨zu¨mcu¨ et al.,
2003; Koikkalainen and Lo¨tjo¨nen, 2004). Therefore, there could be differences in the segmen-
tation performance of the methods. In the probabilistic framework, the deformations were
generated using a method based on deformation spheres (Lo¨tjo¨nen and Ma¨kela¨, 2001). The
deformations were optimized by maximizing the energy term
E = ENMI + γEshape, (18)
where the weight γ was chosen empirically. The first energy term was the likelihood term,
which was determined as the NMI between the target and model SA and LA images. The
second term contained the probabilistic information on the shape variation, and it was defined
as
Eshape =
1
n
n∑
j=1
lnP (~xj). (19)
Two methods were evaluated. In the first method, the probability of the surface point, P (~xj),
was determined from the non-parametric PDF of the surface point (Fig. 5). In the second one,
the probability of the point was determined from the probabilistic atlas of the surface (Fig. 6a).
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Table 2: The errors (mean TRE, mm) for the segmentation of the heart using probabilistic
and statistical shape models. (Publication II)
Method Left
ventricle
Right
ventricle
Left
atrium
Right
atrium
Epicardium Total
No constraints 2.32 3.87 3.83 4.38 3.61 3.60
Non-parametric PDFs 2.23 2.55 3.00 3.93 2.78 2.90
Prob. atlas 2.01 2.37 2.56 2.93 2.77 2.53
PCA-modes 2.40 2.95 3.78 4.42 3.02 3.31
ICA-modes 2.47 2.91 3.87 4.22 3.11 3.32
The results for the segmentation of ventricles, atria, and epicardium from cardiac SA and
LA MR images are shown in Table. 2. All the methods studied gave better results than
the unconstrained segmentation, and the statistical shape models were less accurate than the
probabilistic shape models. For comparison, intra- and inter-observer variabilities of 1− 2 mm
have been reported for manual segmentation of cardiac structures (Publication II, van Assen
et al. (2005)).
4.4 Enlargement of the database
The artificial enlargement of the database (Publication V) showed that at least in theory the
performance and generality of the statistical shape models can be improved. The effects of the
enlargement were studied first in a 2-D application, in which it was studied how accurately
the statistical shape model (PDM) can approximate known shapes. It was observed that
the artificial methods gave good improvement in the approximation accuracy (point-to-point
distance E). While the basic PCA with 25 modes produced an average error of E = 2.5 mm,
the non-rigid movement technique with 200 modes gave an average error of E = 0.3 mm.
This showed that the artificial models were more general and could approximate much more
accurately unseen shapes. In a 3-D study, the non-rigid movement technique gave similar results
and succeeded to decrease the approximation error.
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Shape analysis provides methods for computer-assisted diagnosis. By studying the shape vari-
ations in a group of individuals, the differences between healthy and diseased individuals can
be modeled and objective diagnostic information can be provided to physicians. In this Thesis,
it was studied how the shape of the striatum changes with age and what the shape differences
between genders are. However, the methods presented could be used to study the effects of
diseases on the shape of the striatum or other anatomical structures, as well.
The shape of brains is very difficult to analyze visually. Many diseases cause small local
shape changes in brain structures. Also, the shape changes due to, for example, aging cannot
be identified visually. Therefore, the normality of the individual’s brains and various differences
in the shape of the brain structures have to be analyzed utilizing a group of individuals. By
studying the inter- and intra-group variations, conclusions on the shape changes and differences
can be made. The shape analysis is often done by comparing the subjects of two groups. For
example, the two groups may consist of subjects with different ages or genders (cross-sectional
studies). Another possibility is to compare the brains of same individuals in different time
instances (longitudinal studies). The asymmetry of the brain structures can be examined by
comparing the hemispheres of an individual.
By examining the normal, healthy brains and their asymmetry, the development of the
brains in childhood (Blanton et al., 2004), the effects of aging (Resnick et al., 2000; Kovalev
et al., 2003; Wang et al., 2003; Liu et al., 2003), or the shape differences between the genders
(Xu et al., 2000b; Kovalev et al., 2003; Blanton et al., 2004; Bouix et al., 2005) can be studied.
Studies with monozygotic and dizygotic twins can reveal information on the effects of genetics
and environment on the brain development (Le Goualher et al., 2000). Disease-related shape
changes and asymmetries can be observed by studying the diseased individuals (Rusch et al.,
2001; Wang et al., 2001; Posener et al., 2003; Wang et al., 2003; Levitt et al., 2004). The
control group consisting of the healthy subjects and the study group consisting of the patients
are compared, and the effects of the disease on the shape, asymmetry, and time-dependent
changes of the brain structures can be discovered. This will give information on the origin and
development of the diseases, and on the effects on anatomy. Utilizing siblings and twins in
the analysis, the genetic factors and heritability of the diseases can be studied (Tepest et al.,
2003; van Haren et al., 2004; Styner et al., 2005). Disease-specific patterns in the shape, its
development, and asymmetry will enable the early detection of the diseases, which will enable
the early start of the treatment (Aylward et al., 2004; Csernansky et al., 2005).
5.1 Methods
5.1.1 Volume analysis and shape indices
The simplest possibility to study objects and their variability is to analyze their volumes. For
this purpose, the objects are segmented from the imaging data, the volumes are compared, and
the differences between the two groups or the volume changes in the longitudinal studies are
statistically analyzed. Numerous volumetric studies have been presented, where the effects of
aging (Publication III, Gunning-Dixon et al. (1998); Raz et al. (2001); Gunduz et al. (2002);
Liu et al. (2003); Blanton et al. (2004)), gender (Publication III, Raz et al. (2001); Blanton
et al. (2004)), and diseases (Buchsbaum et al. (1997); Rusch et al. (2001); Posener et al. (2003);
van Haren et al. (2004)), and the asymmetry of the brain (Publication IV, Buchsbaum et al.
(1997); Rusch et al. (2001); Pujol et al. (2002); Blanton et al. (2004)) have been studied. A
standard way to study the volumes of brain structures is to co-vary the volume with the whole
brain volume to take into account the individual differences in overall brain size.
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Volume analysis can detect large shape differences that cause relatively global atrophy,
dilation or asymmetry of the structure of interest. However, the volume alone does not give a
thorough description on the structure. For example, the volumes of two completely different
shapes can be identical, and an important local shape variation does not necessary result in
a detectable volume change. Furthermore, the normal variability in the volumes makes the
analysis more difficult. Even if statistically significant volume differences could be detected,
one does not know where, for example, the local atrophy occurs. Therefore, more detailed shape
analysis is needed for more accurate understanding of the human brain and its changes, and
to discover age-, gender-, and disease-related shape changes (Csernansky et al., 1998; Tepest
et al., 2003; Posener et al., 2003; Styner et al., 2005).
A bit more detailed analysis method was presented for the caudate nucleus by Levitt et al.
(2004). A global shape index which measured the sphericity was calculated for each shape, and
a group comparison was performed for this index. Other global indices proposed include the
cross-sectional area (Xu et al., 2000b), surface area, and depth of the object of interest (Magnin
et al., 2004). The global shape indices can reveal information on the global shape differences,
but they do not give information on the location of the shape differences.
5.1.2 Local shape analysis
The progress in brain atlases and high-dimensional mapping have enabled the accurate local
computational analysis of the brain structures (Thompson and Toga, 2002). One can focus
on the shape of one particular sub-cortical brain structure, such as the hippocampus, or the
analysis can be performed on the whole brain volume. In this Thesis, the former approach
is used. Detailed shape analysis of a particular brain structure can be done by utilizing the
correspondence between the shape representations. The structure is segmented, and the corre-
spondence is established. This is mostly done using high-dimensional mapping (Publication III,
Christensen et al. (1997); Davatzikos (1997); Bookstein (1997); Thompson and Toga (2002);
Csernansky et al. (2004)), but spherical harmonic-based correspondence (Shenton et al. (2002);
Styner et al. (2004, 2005)) and medial representation (Joshi et al. (2002); Styner et al. (2003,
2004); Bouix et al. (2005)) have been used, too.
After the correspondence has been found, the shapes of the control and study groups can
be compared, and the statistically significant group differences identified. The signed distances
between the study shape and the template or the subject pair were utilized in (Publication III,
Csernansky et al. (1998); Tepest et al. (2003); Lee et al. (2004); Styner et al. (2004, 2005);
Golland et al. (2005)). One can use either the signed distances between the corresponding points
(Publication III, Csernansky et al. (1998); Tepest et al. (2003); Lee et al. (2004); Styner et al.
(2005)) or the signed distance maps (Styner et al. (2004); Golland et al. (2005)). By applying
statistical analysis to the group differences in the distance values in each point, statistically
significant local shape changes can be detected and visualized. In medial representation, the
local radii of the structure (Bouix et al., 2005), the location and the thickness of the medial
atoms (Styner et al., 2003, 2004), or features computed from the medial atoms (Joshi et al.,
2002) can be analyzed. Narr et al. (2004) used the distance of the surface points from the
medial curve to study the shape.
A discriminant function is needed if unseen shapes are classified to one of the groups studied.
One option is to construct a PDM (Section 3.2.1) from the point correspondence of the surface
points (Publication III, Csernansky et al. (1998); Tepest et al. (2003)). The weights for each
database subject are computed from
bi = Φ
T (xi − x¯), (20)
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and the discriminant function is obtained using one weight or a linear combination of the
weights. Another technique to construct a discriminant function is to use the mean shapes of
the groups (Publication III). The difference between the means is calculated and represented
as a vector where the x-, y-, and z-coordinates are concatenated. The deviations of the shapes
from the mean of the both groups (xi − x¯) are projected to the difference vector. The norm
of the projection gives a scalar value for each subject, and the discrimination can be done
based on this value. The global shape difference patterns can be studied and visualized using
the discriminant functions, too (Publication III, Csernansky et al. (1998); Tepest et al. (2003);
Golland et al. (2005)).
In asymmetry studies, the correspondence between the hemispheres of the same subject
is established (Publication III, Wang et al. (2001)), whereas in the longitudinal studies it is
established between different time-instances (Wang et al., 2003). In statistical analysis, the
deviations from zero are studied in both of these techniques. Otherwise, the analysis can be
done using the same methods as in the normal shape analysis.
The other methods presented for the shape analysis are the voxel- (VBM) and the deforma-
tion (DBM)-based morphometry. These techniques are usually used to study the whole brain,
and the analysis is not focused on any particular brain structure. In VBM (Ashburner and
Friston, 2000; Resnick et al., 2000; Good et al., 2001; Watkins et al., 2001; Park et al., 2004;
Barrick et al., 2005) the images are aligned into the same coordinate system, the images are
segmented into white brain matter, gray brain matter, and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), and the
distributions of the classes in each voxel within and between groups are compared. In DBM,
the voxel-wise correspondence is established using high-dimensional mapping, and the resulting
deformation fields are used to analyze the brain differences (Thompson et al., 1997; Ashburner
et al., 1998; Thirion et al., 2000; Gaser et al., 2001). The deformation fields (Thompson et al.,
1997), their parameters (Ashburner et al., 1998), or features computed from the norm, diver-
gence, and Jacobian determinant of the deformation fields (Thirion et al., 2000; Gaser et al.,
2001) give information on the local shape and volume changes.
Similar methods that are used for the sub-cortical structures can be also applied to the
cortex. By mapping the cortical surfaces of the individuals, the structure of the cortex and its
changes can be studied (Thompson et al., 1997; Royackkers et al., 1999; Le Goualher et al.,
2000; Free et al., 2001; Csernansky et al., 2004; Magnin et al., 2004; Thompson et al., 2004).
5.2 Results
Several studies have been made in which the striatum, or its components (putamen, caudate
nucleus and nucleus accumbens) have been the objects of interest. In many studies, the effects of
a disease on the volume of the striatum have been studied (Shihabuddin et al., 2001; Strakowski
et al., 2002; Gunduz et al., 2002; Levitt et al., 2002; Lacerda et al., 2003; Buchsbaum et al.,
2003; Aylward et al., 2004; Deshmukh et al., 2005; Hollander et al., 2005). In (Levitt et al.,
2004), the simple shape index showed differences in the shape of the caudate nucleus between
schizophrenic and healthy subjects. Medial representation was used to study shape differences
in schizophrenia by Sampath et al. (2003). In addition, inferences on the shape changes of the
striatum can be made from the volumetric analysis results of the VBM and DBM studies (e.g.,
Gaser et al. (1999); Watkins et al. (2001)). The effects of aging on the volume of the striatum
have been studied by Gunning-Dixon et al. (1998), Gunduz et al. (2002), and Brabec et al.
(2003).
The volume and shape of the striatum were analyzed in Publication III. Especially, the ef-
fects of aging and gender and asymmetries were studied. The striatum was manually segmented
from the MR images of 43 subjects, and the volumes were determined. The same was done
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Figure 10: Results of the volume analysis. (a) The relation between the volume of the striatum
and age (c = −0.51). (b) The relation between the normalized volume of the striatum and
age (c = −0.43). The linear regression curves are plotted separately for males and females.
(Publication III)
also for the whole brain. The correspondence was established for the striatum using first coarse
alignment and then high-dimensional mapping. The shape analysis was performed based on
the resulting point correspondence.
The volume of the striatum was normalized to the volume of the whole brain. The original
and the normalized striatum volumes are plotted as a function of age in Fig. 10. The depen-
dencies were tested using linear regression analysis. As a result, both the total brain volume
(p < 0.0005) and age (p < 0.005) were statistically significant variables. Also, volumes of the
right and left hemispheres were compared. No statistically significant difference between these
volumes were detected.
The studies performed in Publication III showed that there were no statistically significant
local shape differences between genders. On the other hand, the analysis with two age groups
revealed statistically significant shape changes in aging (Fig. 11). The best correlation between
age and a discriminant function was obtained using a combination of six PCA modes of shape
variation. The correlation coefficient was 0.73. In the asymmetry study, the local shape analysis
revealed that there were areas where the right and left parts were statistically significantly
different.
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Figure 11: The p-values of the statistical tests of the local shape differences between the age
groups (Wilcoxon rank sum test). The images show three views of the logarithm of the p-values
on the surface of the striatum. The locations where statistically significant shape changes in
aging were detected are shown in black color. The p-values larger than 0.05 were thresholded
to 0.05, and they are shown in red color in the images. The p-value gives the probability that
a chance has generated the differences observed between the two groups assuming identical
distributions for the two groups. (Publication III)
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6 Discussion
In this Thesis, methods that enable the modeling and utilization of prior knowledge on the shape
and appearance of anatomical objects and on their variability were studied. This knowledge
was obtained from the medical imaging data of a group of individuals. Different methods
were studied to construct an accurate a priori model and to constrain the deformations in
deformable model-based segmentation and non-rigid registration methods. In addition, shape
analysis methods were studied and applied to the analysis of the shape of the striatum.
The model selection procedure is the simplest one of the methods studied. It does not require
any correspondence between the database subjects. In the learning phase, a set of segmentations
or registrations are done. Based on these results, a similarity measure is established from a set
of features that describe the similarity between the database subjects and the target. On the
other hand, the model selection can be done using only one similarity measure, such as NMI,
in which case the learning phase is not required (Publication VII, Rohlfing et al. (2004a)).
The model selection can be used with any existing deformable model-based segmentation or
non-rigid registration algorithm without having to make any changes. The model selection
procedure can also be adapted in several different ways. For example, it can be done either
before or after segmentation or registration. Because the model selection can be used in many
ways, it can also be adapted to the requirements of computation time. The model selection
procedure allows more freedom to the problem than the deformable model-based methods
usually do, since the same database can be used to segment targets with different topologies,
if the corresponding topologies exist also in the database.
The adequate performance of the model selection procedure was proved. In Publication VII,
it was shown that in the segmentation of 3-D MR images, the model selection procedure
outperformed statistically significantly the random selection of an a priori model. Also in
surface-based registration (Publications I and VI), the model selection improved the results
considerably, as compared to the random selection of an a priori model.
Mean shape and appearance models are another relatively simply way to generate an ac-
curate a priori model from the image databases for image segmentation and registration. The
construction of the mean models usually requires the correspondence between the database
subjects, although there exist methods in which this is not needed. However, the accuracy of
the correspondence is not as important as, for example, in the statistical methods. Therefore, a
reasonable mean model is usually obtained despite small errors in the correspondence. As with
the model selection procedure, no changes have to be done to the segmentation or registration
algorithm when the mean models are used as a priori models. Furthermore, the computational
complexity is the same whether using the mean models or the random selection of an a priori
model.
The efficacy of the mean models as a priori models was shown in different applications
(Publications I, IV, and VI). In each study, the improvement in the accuracy, as compared to
the use of individual subjects as a priori models, was observed. In Publications I and VI, the
mean models and the model selection procedure gave approximately equally good accuracy. In
Publication I, the combination of classifiers was also studied, and it provided the smallest regis-
tration error of the methods studied. However, the combination of classifiers is computationally
much more expensive than the use of mean models. The results presented by Rohlfing et al.
(2004a) were slightly different: the mean models outperformed the model selection. Therefore,
it may be that the performance of the methods studied depends on the application and data.
Probabilistic and statistical methods provide a very interesting way to incorporate infor-
mation on the variability of a population in segmentation and registration. However, there
are some problems in the construction of these models which affect the registration and seg-
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mentation performance. First, the correspondence between the database subjects has to be
accurate. Otherwise, the model models not only the actual anatomical variability, but also the
noise. Second, the databases are too small in most 3-D and 4-D models constructed. Therefore,
the models do not include all the population-specific variability, and they cannot approximate
accurately unseen examples of the population.
These problems were apparent also in the studies reported in Publications I, II, and VI. The
databases were too small, and, therefore, the accuracy of the statistical methods was relatively
modest, and the mean models and model selection gave better results. The probabilistic models
studied were the non-parametric PDFs and probabilistic atlases. In these methods, Gaussian
smoothing was performed to compensate for the small size of the database. Therefore, these
models enabled larger variability than the database variability. In addition, in the probabilistic
atlases, the correspondence was not needed, and the neighborhood information used in the
atlases gave even more degrees of freedom to the model. Furthermore, the MAP framework
was used in the segmentation with the probabilistic models. This was not as restricted as the
segmentation using statistical models, in which only the shapes generated from the shape model
were allowed. In the MAP framework, all shapes were possible, but they were weighted using
the probabilistic model generated from the database. Consequently, the probabilistic methods,
especially the probabilistic atlas, gave much better segmentation results than the statistical
shape models (Publication II). It may be that after the size of the database is enlarged, and
the models model the real population-specific variation, the statistical models outperform the
probabilistic models. In addition, little bit different segmentation methods were used with the
statistical and probabilistic models, which probably had some effect on the results.
The artificial enlargement of the database in the statistical shape models showed some po-
tential (Publication V). However, it includes some drawbacks, too. One important feature,
namely the specificity of the model, is lost in the artificial enlargement of the database. After
this, the model may generate shapes that are not valid examples of the object studied. The
artificial modes were utilized to approximate the shapes for which the point correspondence
existed using the analytical solution. In this application, they produced good results. In seg-
mentation, the problem is much more difficult. Analytical solutions do not exist but the optimal
weights have to be searched using some optimization algorithm and criterion. Therefore, it has
to be studied how applicable the artificially enlarged databases are in the real segmentation
applications. However, errors in manual segmentations, especially in cardiac applications, make
the evaluation of segmentation accuracy more difficult.
The studies with the sparse point sets (Publications I and VI) showed that surprisingly
good registration accuracy can be obtained using just a few points from the surface of the
skin. In these applications, a priori information available in an image database was crucial
for good registrations. Especially for the internal organs, from which there were no data in
the registration, the information on the anatomy and its variability has to be included in an a
priori model. In the thorax study (Publication VI), the registration of the internal organs was
a much more difficult problem because of the large anatomical variability and the distance from
the skin. In this study, the statistical shape model (SDM) gave good results. This proved that
these methods can learn the correlations between the objects. In Publication VI, a model that
described the correlations between the surface points’ coordinates and the size and location of
the internal organs was learned from the database. This approach performed better than the
other methods studied, which showed that simple methods may be very effective, especially if
the database is small.
In the modeling of the shape of heart and in the segmentation of cardiac MR images, both
SA and LA images were used simultaneously. This enabled accurate analysis of the ventricles
in basal and valve level, and of the atria. This technique was proven to be very efficient in
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segmentation (Publications II and IV). The comparison of the segmentation results obtained
to the results presented in the literature is not straightforward since the surfaces used and the
error measures are not identical. Nevertheless, the results presented in this Thesis are good,
especially considering that the whole ventricles and also both atria were studied.
The shape analysis showed the power of the methods used. The age-related shape differ-
ences in the shape were so small that they were very difficult to notice by visually examining
the individual shapes. However, the locations where the changes took place and quantitative
information on the changes could be detected and visualized using the methods presented. The
results of the volume analysis were similar to the results presented by Gunning-Dixon et al.
(1998), Gunduz et al. (2002), and Brabec et al. (2003): the volume of the striatum decreases
in aging.
The most obvious improvement for the methods presented would be the enlargement of the
database. Especially in the probabilistic and statistical methods, this would improve the results.
However, the results show that the size of the database is not as crucial for the model selection
procedure, mean models, and combination of classifiers. Nevertheless, the performance of these
methods would improve if the database was larger. Also in the shape analysis, the more there
are subjects the more reliable the results are.
In Publication VI, separate model selections were performed for males and females, and it
produced the best results in this study. A similar procedure could be utilized also with the
mean models and probabilistic and statistical shape models, i.e., to construct own models for
separate groups. This was tested in Publication VI for the mean models, but because of the
small database it did not improve the results. The division into gender or age groups is trivial
to perform. If other kind of groups are needed, it has to be defined how the division is done
and which one of the models constructed should be used for the particular target subject. In
these kind of questions, the model selection procedure can give answers. For example, only
the most similar database models to the target could be searched from the database and used
to construct a target-specific mean model. This way, the mean model would be very likely a
valid example of the object studied, and this would produce a better a priori model for the
particular target than a fixed mean model. In the statistical and probabilistic models, only the
most similar database subjects to the target could be used to train the statistical/probabilistic
model so that it would represent accurately the variability of the cases similar to the target.
If the database is large, the segmentation or registration cannot be done using each database
subject in the combination of classifiers. Therefore, one has to select which database models
are used. The model selection procedure is a reasonable method for this problem.
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7 Conclusions
In this Thesis, methods to model and utilize the prior knowledge available in medical image
databases were studied and compared. The applications were the deformable model-based
segmentation of MR images, the reconstruction of 3-D geometry from incomplete data, and
the analysis of the shape of the striatum. The objective was to develop new methods for these
applications, to study if the use of the prior knowledge from image databases improves the
results in these applications, and to compare different methods proposed.
It was concluded that the image databases really improve the segmentation and registration
accuracies in medical applications. However, it was observed that the size of the database was
crucial in many methods. In many recent studies using statistical and probabilistic methods,
especially in 3-D or 4-D, the problem has been the small size of the database. The anatomical
variability cannot be modeled accurately from just 10–30 subjects. Therefore, larger data-
bases have to be constructed, and this will probably improve the performance of the methods.
Because of this problem, more and more interest and effort have been directed to the large
international databases. For example, the database of an International Consortium for Brain
Mapping (ICBM) contains images from 7000 subjects (Mazziotta et al., 2001). These kind of
databases will be crucial for the successful application of the probabilistic and statistical models
in registration and segmentation, and for efficient shape analysis.
When the problems related to the correspondence and the size of the database have been
solved, the statistical and probabilistic methods may prove to be very efficient in many appli-
cations. Before this, simpler methods or methods which are not too sensitive to the size of the
database can be used. For example, the model selection procedure, mean models, and combi-
nation of classifiers outperformed the statistical shape models in surface-based registration.
Automatic image analysis will play an important role in many medical applications as the
number of images acquired yearly in hospitals increases and new imaging modalities provide
novel information on the human body. Automatic methods studied in this Thesis decrease the
workload of physicians and can give accurate and objective information for the physicians to
aid in their diagnosis making.
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8 Summary of publications
I Reconstruction of 3-D Head Geometry from Digitized Point Sets: an Evalua-
tion Study
Different methods to reconstruct 3-D head geometry from digitized point sets were eval-
uated. The evaluated methods were the random selection of a priori models, model
selection procedure, mean shape models, averaging of FFD registration results, and reg-
istration using SDM. The averaging of FFD registration results was the best method
studied.
II Statistical Shape Model of Atria, Ventricles and Epicardium from Short- and
Long-Axis MR Images
Different probabilistic and statistical shape models were constructed and used in the
segmentation of cardiac structures. The models included both the ventricles and atria,
and the epicardium. The models were constructed by combining the information in the
short-axis (SA) and long-axis (LA) volumes. Probabilistic atlases produced the best
segmentation accuracy.
III Age- and Gender-Related Shape Changes and Asymmetry of Striatum
The shape of striatum was studied by comparing the data of 43 healthy subjects. The com-
parison was done based on the spatial correspondence established for the database. Both
volume and local shape changes were observed in aging. Asymmetries were found, too.
IV Segmentation of Cardiac Structures Simultaneously from Short- and Long-
Axis MR Images
A mean appearance model was used as an a priori model in the segmentation of cardiac
structures simultaneously from SA and LA MR volume images. The use of both SA and
LA images improved the results as compared to the use of only SA images.
V Artificial Enlargement of a Training Set for Statistical Shape Models: Appli-
cation to Cardiac Images
Methods to artificially enlarge the database for the construction of statistical shape models
were developed and compared. It was shown that, in theory, such enlargement can notably
improve the performance of the statistical shape model in segmentation.
VI Individualized Geometric Model from Unorganized 3-D Points: An Applica-
tion to Thorax Modeling
A set of digitized points from the surface of the torso was used to construct a 3-D geometric
model of the torso, lungs, and heart. The random selection of an a priori model, model
selection procedure, mean models, and SDMs were compared. Also, the location and
size of the internal organs were estimated based on the surface points’ coordinates, and
different model selections for males and females were studied. The best accuracy was
obtained with the model selection procedure.
VII Model Library for Deformable Model-Based Segmentation of 3-D Brain MR-
Images
The model selection procedure was introduced for the segmentation of volume images.
Different similarity measures and regression analysis were used to select the best a priori
model for the segmentation of brain MR volume images. Statistically significant improve-
ment to the segmentation accuracy was obtained with the procedure presented.
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Author’s contribution
The original idea of the model selection for Publication VII was conceived by the instructor of
this Thesis. The idea was further developed in Publications I and VI by the author. The author
developed and implemented the methods for the model selection, and all the experiments in
Publications I, VI, and VII were designed and conducted by the author. In Publications II
and IV, the author designed and carried out approximately half of the experiments. Some of
the methods were developed and implemented, and the experiments were partly realized by
the author in Publication V. The idea for Publication III was discovered by the author and the
co-authors. Methods for shape analysis were developed and implemented, and the study was
mostly designed and completely conducted by the author. All the mean shape and appearance
models, and the statistical shape models used in this Thesis were constructed by the author.
The author implemented some of the rigid and affine registration methods used and made
modifications to the non-rigid registration and deformable model-based segmentation methods
developed by the instructor of this Thesis. Publications I, III, IV, VI, and VII were mostly
written by the author, and Publications II and V were partly written by the author.
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